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At one time or another, we have all experienced uncertainty. A moment where 
we question everything - our ideas, projects and dreams.

For this online exhibition, the work of the participating artists is placed into an 
open-ended dialogue, by proposing two questions to each photographer, i am 
curious to find out how each artist deals with these moments. 

                                                                                                                                                               heidi romano

this pdF serves as a compendium for Embracing Complexity and Uncertainty 
phmuseum online exhibition, curated by heidi romano. 

visit the online show at the following link: phmuseum.com/exhibition

https://phmuseum.com/exhibition


AishwAryA ArumbAkkAm - Ahp 

https://phmuseum.com/Aishwarya/story/ahp-0d86e1aa18
https://phmuseum.com/Aishwarya/story/ahp-0d86e1aa18


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

i made the work Ahp during the 12th Angkor photo Festival workshops 
at siem reap, Cambodia. perhaps it was because of my obsession with 
mythologies and oral histories. the character of Ahp revealed itself to me, 
during research and recce, and through interaction with the people at siem 
Reap and Bakong. I cannot say finding the idea was a clear, linear process. 
it was about intersections between things i was thinking about, and my 
reaction to the place i found myself in, and vice versa.  

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice? 

i’m aware it’s uncertainty that has led to discoveries, growth and simply 
even better photographs in my practice. however, i’m still learning to trust 
and welcome it wholly. what i’m trying (not always successfully) to do is 
create an environment, physically and psychologically, that’s conducive to 
chance. i have a long way to go and hope to keep working towards that. the 
biggest complexity while working on a story like Ahp is the question of re-
presentation. As an outsider in this situation, there are questions i have to 
constantly ask myself. i cannot say for sure, but an approach that’s rather 
slow, and time, is perhaps important for a work like this.

AishwAryA 
ArumbAkkAm



ArunA CAnevAsCini - villA ArGentinA 

https://phmuseum.com/ArunaCanevscini/story/villa-argentina-6c375656fc
https://phmuseum.com/ArunaCanevscini/story/villa-argentina-6c375656fc


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

when i was one year old i moved with my family to the south of switzer-
land, in a small mountain town with a somewhat narrow mentality. people 
weren’t used to dealing with foreigners; moreover, my mother cut a quite 
unusual figure because she was also an artist, and our house has always 
been a peculiar and bizarre place for strangers.

whenever i’d visit my friends as a child, i felt their houses were cold and im-
personal; and when anyone would come into our house, i felt vulnerable—as 
if they could discover my deepest secrets. i didn’t like that feeling; i wanted 
to be like everyone else. in a way, the origins of villa Argentina are in that 
sense of being different, which i tried to explore again in the photographs 
of this series. so villa Argentina was inspired by my own intimate and per-
sonal story, which allowed me to touch on other themes like domestic life, 
femininity and some aspects involved with migration.

i’m generally very influenced by dutch painters and photographers; but for 
this project in particular i studied and researched the visual representation 
of the eastern world, and focused on the representation of the eastern wo-
man in 19th century western paintings, and in edward said’s writings on 
orientalism. in one of my photographs, ‘odalisque with a pot’, i wanted to 
question such sexist and stereotyped view of eastern women: the image 
shows my mother with her head inside a pot, an item typically associated 
with housework. my goal with this picture is to show how women have 
been mostly depicted in the history of art by male artists who have always 
represented them as idealized creatures, and how society has preconcei-
ved ideas on what role women should have, ignoring entirely their indivi-
dual identities.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice? 

when uncertainty arrives in my creative process, i almost always react with 
a negative feeling. As i get older, i understand that this state of mind allows 
me to go deeper and better define my ideas.

ArunA 
CAnevAsCini



John Feely - the outsiders

https://phmuseum.com/Feely/story/the-outsider-c2fc0d2f94
https://phmuseum.com/Feely/story/the-outsider-c2fc0d2f94


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

my projects develop from two different places. they either come from a 
personal starting point, where they are initiated by decisions i make more 
in my life than in photography, or they come from observing society and 
curiosity develops from here.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice? 

the short answer is by trying to being honest with myself about it. em-
bracing uncertainty is opening up to things as they actually are so i try to 
work in an open-ended, ‘don’t know’ kind of way. my intention is to raise 
questions and not give answers that are absolute. my projects are subjecti-
ve and show fragments that suggest rather than describing. i work in a 
very observational way so i spend a lot of time watching, responding and 
then reviewing. i never know what the project is about when i begin, i just 
know why i felt it was important for me to choose to be there in that spot. 
everything seems complex at the beginning, yet after several rounds of this 
process, something starts to stand out. From there i try to develop a lan-
guage that makes this thing primary in the images.

John 
Feely



mAtthew Genitempo - JAsper

https://phmuseum.com/Genitempo/story/jasper-dac281ace8
https://phmuseum.com/Genitempo/story/jasper-dac281ace8


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

Jasper sort of found me. i wasn’t actively out looking to make pictures 
about running away. It wasn’t at all conscious at first. The initial objective 
for visits to the ozarks began as experiments. i wanted to break habits 
and test new ways of making pictures. After multiple trips and hundreds of 
photographs, a pattern emerged. there were numerous pictures of dense 
forests, hermetic homesteads, cluttered interiors, and calloused solitary 
men. once i recognised this structure, i could really dig in and begin.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice?  

it’s essential now. i used to try and think my way into photographs and 
would try to conceptualise pictures before the scenes would unfold in front 
of me. It was a really inefficient and backward way to make pictures. The 
unpredictable element is crucial.

mAtthew 
Genitempo



shuwei liu - visible dArkness 

https://phmuseum.com/Shuwei/story/visible-darkness-477a8b4089
https://phmuseum.com/Shuwei/story/visible-darkness-477a8b4089


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

For this one, I didn’t find ideas. I was just living life and got trapped in it. 
this is one of the projects that i only realised i was doing when i was about 
to finish. 

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice?  

during this project, i was desperately jumping on uncertainties, like each 
of them was a gate to another world; not to escape but to explore more 
possibilities. but this only happens when you’re fearless from the dangers, 
which are the moments that you’re truly alive.

shuwei 
lui



rAymond meeks - hAlFstory hAlFliFe

https://phmuseum.com/Meeks/story/halfstory-halflife-09526a6f32
https://phmuseum.com/Meeks/story/halfstory-halflife-09526a6f32


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

i do everything to avoid forming ideas for a project and even try not to think 
in terms of projects, as in a contained body of work. more often, questions 
or an intrinsic interest in a place begin forming and i make pictures to sati-
sfy curiosity or gain some understanding about why i feel so compelled to 
photograph a place or subject. So, in this sense, ideas find me and almost 
exclusively when i’m not looking. i can’t say that the work i made at Fur-
long will continue as an ongoing interest but i’ve always been surprised at 
how bodies of work i’ve made in the past feed into new work and expand on 
themes i’d visited previously. 

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice?  

Complexity comes mostly from working within a widely used medium with 
many ubiquitous tendencies - routine modes of picture-making and stan-
dards for presenting pictures in either book form or in an exhibition spa-
ce. however, the formal means for presenting pictures in a book or picture 
frame remain an asset - a predefined space where the image alone either 
performs or it doesn’t. uncertainty is an asset and an ally. ultimately, i want 
to be surprised, to have discovery and expand in ways of seeing and inter-
preting a subject and the surroundings. i’m having the most fun when i set 
aside what i know for an adventure into unknown territory.rAymond 

meeks



FrAnCesCo merlini - vAlpArAiso 

https://phmuseum.com/francescomerlini/story/valparaiso-46227364a0
https://phmuseum.com/francescomerlini/story/valparaiso-46227364a0


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

usually, the ideas for my projects can originate from anything; it can be a 
picture or a short article seen in a magazine or online. sometimes ideas 
come from reading a book, sometimes it can be the result of a memory that 
floats in my mind that at a certain point becomes a vision; a vision that 
marks the beginning of a story i need to narrate.

with valparaiso, it has been quite different. since i started taking pictures 
seriously, i felt the need to narrate this valley where i was born and where 
i’ve spent a lot of time since i was a child, even if i grew up in a big city like 
milan. i’ve photographed this place for many years, without any real ideas 
or scheme but I’ve never been satisfied with what I was doing. I think the 
real “idea” that stands at the base of this project arrived in 2016 when i de-
cided to put aside any kind of documentary approach with the awareness 
that i’ve never been interested in the beauty of natural scenery or in the 
objective reality of this place. so, i started to create a world of my own with 
a subjective reality and a personal visual alphabet.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you facing 
complexity in your practice? 

uncertainty is part of the photographic practice and it appears in every 
stage of it: before, during, and after the shooting stage, which is just one of 
the components that, especially during these times, defines and differen-
tiates being a photographer from just being a person that takes pictures. 

uncertainty hits me when, while starting to think about a new project, i 
question myself about the power that the story would reach and about the 
objective value that the final result could achieve. Photography is a very 
personal practice but i believe that even in the most personal stories we 
have to always look for a result that can be understood, at least on an emo-
tional level, to everyone and not only to the “authorised personnel”. is this 
one the story i want to tell? will this story have a universal echo? will my 
photographic work be able to narrate this story in an incisive way?

i’m not the kind of photographer who continues to use the same langua-
ge for each one of my projects; i think that a photographer should have 
the humility and the curiosity to question themselves about which photo-
graphic language would be the best one in order to intensify their story and 

for sure this is an element that amplifies  the margin of error and creates 
uncertainty. every story deserves a proper language but did i chose the 
correct one for the story i want to narrate? will the language i decided to 
use raise the story or will it be just pure decoration, the weak result of an 
aesthetical effort?

The same uncertainty hits me after shooting, while editing, when I find my-
self in front of hundreds of pictures that i’ve taken and i have to choose the 
correct pieces of my puzzle in order to not frustrate all the work i’ve done 
before. it’s easy to exclude the bad pictures and the repeats but it’s much 
harder when the number of images decreases and you start to exclude the 
pictures you like but that are not the ones that you think will have the right 
impact on the story and on the atmosphere you want to achieve with your 
work.

Complexity is always present in my work and it’s something that i’m le-
arning to deal with over the years. more and more complexity is present 
in the photo industry, and particularly recently it is one of the elements 
that sustains the gap between amateurs and professionals. Anyway, we 
must not forget that the beauty and the power of photography reside in its 
immediacy and so, I always try to find a balance between complexity and 
simplicity. i think the most powerful emotions are often located in the sim-
plest pictures and in the stories that, even when very complex, are compo-
sed of simple elements that everyone can relate to, glorifying the universal 
value of the photographic medium.

FrAnCesCo 
merlini



AAron sChumAn - slAnt

https://phmuseum.com/aaschuman/story/slant-2f9dee42be
https://phmuseum.com/aaschuman/story/slant-2f9dee42be


Where did you find ideas for your project? 
 
  this project started in the summer of 2014, when i was visiting my parents for a 
few days in Amherst, massachusetts. One morning, i was flipping through their local, 
weekly newspaper – the Amherst bulletin – and came across a page with the heading 
“Police Reports”. i started reading through them, and amongst the more generic and 
banal activities reported – fender benders, minor acts of vandalism, loud parties, and so 
on – i discovered several more unique, seemingly surreal and somewhat absurd reports 
of events (or non-events) that genuinely made me laugh out loud. For example, some of 
the first ones I found read:
 
“ANIMAL COMPLAINTS: 6:30 p.m. – Police took a report that four dogs were sitting on 
top of a vehicle parked on Pray Street. Police were unable to find the dog or vehicle.”
 
…or… 
“SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY: 1:13 p.m. – Police were unable to find a man who was reported 
punching a tree outside the downtown bars.”
 
  they just seemed so ridiculous, and totally unworthy of media (or police) atten-
tion. And yet there they were on the printed page, being reported in this incredibly strai-
ght, deadpan, monotone style that seemed to imbue them with a real sense of authority, 
sincerity, seriousness, importance and newsworthiness – i thought they were amazing. 
Additionally, i was enamored with the way in which each report was written – a short, 
matter-of-fact sentence or two, without a hint of irony or subjectivity, which somehow 
managed to encapsulate both the mind-numbing ordinariness of the place whilst also 
conveying its extraordinariness in the most dead-pan of ways. i found them somewhat 
poetic in a very spare and interesting kind of way, like something by William Carlos Wil-
liams or a short story by lydia Davis.
 
  my dad was sitting in the living room with me, so i started to read some of them 
out loud, and he starting laughing as well – we spent about an hour doing this. After 
getting through that week’s page, I dug around their house finding back-issues of the 
same newspaper from previous weeks, and discovered that each week’s paper seemed 
to contain one or two gems when it came to the police reports. Reading through them, i 
realised that the best ones seemed to create a kind of mental-image in my mind’s eye – 
which due to the tone of the text often took the form of a very deadpan, monotone, and 
even monochrome photograph of a little scene in small-town America; i was imagining a 
very straightforward picture made by Walker evans or lee Friedlander or Diane Arbus or 
others, of four dogs sitting on top of a car, or a guy standing next to a tree in the middle 
of the afternoon with bloody knuckles – and that led me to think that there might be po-
tential in terms of these reports becoming the foundations of photographic project.
 
  that said, i didn’t make any real photographs at the time apart from a few iPho-
ne snaps, as i was only there for a few days and busy with my family. but before i left, i 
asked my dad if he would cut out and save the “Police Reports” pages every week and 
send them to me in England (where I’ve been living for the last fifteen years), which he 

did. For the next four years, an overstuffed manila envelope would arrive at my house 
from time to time, filled with several month’s worth of police reports, which I’d spend a 
day or two combing through in the hopes of finding more that would spark photographic 
ideas.
 
  Once i returned to england in 2014, i spent a long time – nearly two years – trying 
to get my head around how i might approach this work photographically. the clippings 
of the police reports kept arriving every few months, and they were so good; i quickly rea-
lised that in order to make photographs that would hold their own alongside the reports i 
would need to consider the complexity of working with text and image very carefully, and 
find an suitable way to make photographs so that I could eventually build a symbiotic 
relationship between the two. i started to research into American photographic history 
(and particularly photobook history), looking for precedents in which photographers had 
engaged with police reports, riffed off of written reports and newspaper journalism, and 
experimented with various ways to present found texts and their own photographs to-
gether. I ended up looking at things like:
 
- lewis hine’s work from ellis island, in which he originally combined his photographs 
with succinctly written texts and quotes from poetry - weegee’s naked City, which in-
corporates tabloid-like captions and his own written accounts of events - bill owens’s 
suburbia, which pairs his photographs with short, edited quotes that Owens collected 
from his subjects - Alec soth and brad Zellar’s lbm dispatches, in which soth and Zellar 
adopt the roles of newspaper photographer and reporter while traveling through small 
towns across the usA  - and much more.
 
  And then finally, what really set me on fire in terms of inspiration was a visit to the 
paul strand retrospective that opened at the v&A in the spring of 2019. in it, there was 
a vitrine that contained time in new england – a collaboration between strand and the 
writer and curator, nancy newhall, made between 1945-1950.
 
  in 1945, strand and newhall set out to make a book about new england, whe-
reby over the next five years “Strand departed into New England with his cameras”, and 
“[newhall] began ransacking libraries” in search of texts that reflected the “new england 
spirit”. every few months they would meet, strand would show newhall his photographs, 
Newhall would show Strand the texts she’d found, and they’d try to find connection that 
would help bring the two elements together. the texts newhall found were incredibly 
varied and broadly sourced – they included letters written by early colonial settlers, 
nathaniel Hawthorne, Ralph Waldo emerson and susan b. Anthony, folk tales and sea 
shanties, direct witness accounts of the salem witch trials, the writings of W.e.b. Dubois 
and Henry David thoreau, diary entries by Revolutionary soldiers and child millworkers, 
quotes from Herman melville’s moby Dick, poems by Robert Frost and emily Dickinson, 
and much more – even a diary entry by the minister and celebrated abolitionist, thomas 
Wentworth Higginson, which begins: “May 19, 1886 – To Amherst to the funeral of that 
rare and strange creature, emily Dickinson.”
 AAron 

sChumAn 

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47d9-4e92-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99/book%3Fparent%3Db0a962f0-c608-012f-b422-58d385a7bc34%23page/1/mode/2up
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D6OKozNy2CDQ
https://vimeo.com/63070099%20
https://vimeo.com/63070099%20
http://www.littlebrownmushroom.com/products/ohio/%20%20
https://www.vam.ac.uk/exhibitions/paul-strand-photography-and-film-for-the-20th-century
https://www.icp.org/browse/archive/objects/time-in-new-england


  Anyway, the ways in which strand and newhall cleverly interwove and built subtle 
relationships between his quite formal, direct and “straight”-laced photographs and this 
amazingly diverse collection of texts sourced by newhall seemed to provide a lot an-
swers for me going forward, both in terms of how i thought about making photographs 
in and around Amherst, and how i might begin to involve, connect and bounce them off 
the police reports.
 
  looking at time in new england, i realised that if i could go back to Amherst, but 
pull from the slightly differing early-20thC. “straight” approaches, aesthetics and phi-
losophies of both strand and evans – somehow drawing from both the “formal” eye of 
strand and the “anti-art-photographic” directness of evans within my own photographs 
– and then could find a way to loosely fold in these very deadpan and contemporary 
police reports with care and consideration (as newhall did with her found texts) so as to 
create newfound relationships and meanings, i might be onto something here. so in the 
summer of 2016, when I found myself back at my parents’ house again, I took my camera 
with me and felt that I finally had a real sense of focus, intention and purpose in terms 
making new photographs.
 
  lastly, emily Dickinson’s poem – tell all the truth but tell it slant – has served as 
an important inspiration for the project:
 
  

 
 the idea of the ‘truth’ being something that is too ‘bright’ and ‘dazzling’ to be told strai-
ght fascinates me as a photographer. Also, stylistically, Dickinson’s famous use of ‘slant 
rhyme’ appealed to me, particularly for this project. i realized that i might not necessarily 
need a photograph things that were directly or very literally related to the reports, and in 
fact, it might be better to approach the photographic aspect of this project from a ‘slant’ 
angle.  As the book synopsis on the MACK website reads:
 
  “…in slAnt, the relationship that has been constructed between photography and 
text takes its inspiration from a poetic scheme called ‘slant rhyme’, notably espoused by 
the 19th-century poet emily Dickinson, who also happened to live and write in Amherst. 
in such a rhyming scheme, “there is a close but not exact correspondence of sounds, 
often using assonance or consonance; generally it is used in poetry to give variations 
and an inharmonious feeling.” Appropriating this literary device, slAnt serves as a wider 
reflection upon something strange, surreal, dissonant and increasingly sinister stirring 
beneath the surface of the contemporary American landscape, experience, and psyche.”

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face complexity in 
your practice?
 
  in slAnt, i am exploring and playing off the role of the newspaper reporter – and 
the authoritative, “objective”, “truth-telling” voice of journalism – but trying to loosen it 
up by introducing some ambiguity, and focusing on what might be considered peripheral 
non-events rather than important news stories. many of the police reports i include in the 
book compellingly, and with very specific detail in terms of time and place, tell the story 
of nothing really happening – “6:32 p.m. – A man described as having a ‘wild hairdo’ on 
a West Street porch was not located by police”; “6:36 a.m. -Strange sounds coming from 
the woods near mill Valley estates were determined to be trees creaking due to the cold 
temperatures” – and similarly the photographs, which are taken in a “straight” and rather 
matter-of-fact manner and feature very ordinary, everyday places and peripheral things, 
are seen in a new, strangely compelling and potentially meaningful light when conside-
red alongside these kinds of quasi-news stories, or as quasi-journalism.
 
  i’ve always loved the story of william eggleston’s election eve. Just before the 
1976 election, Eggleston took an assignment from Rolling Stone magazine to photo-
graph Jimmy Carter and his family in Carter’s very small hometown of Plains, Georgia. 
but when he arrived, Carter was out of town and on the campaign trail, so eggleston 
just wandered around the outskirts of the town, photographing the surrounding fields, 
fences, mailboxes, barns, diners, gas stations, sidewalks, cemeteries, graffiti, flora, fau-
na and foliage. Of course, Rolling stone never ran the pictures as there was absolutely 
nothing newsworthy or directly informative about them, but it became such a beautiful 
body of work that hums with the undertones of that particular time in history, that parti-
cular election, and what Carter represented and stood for in the context of the American 
cultural landscape. Perhaps SLANT – which was photographed between 2016-18, on 
trips to Amherst before, during and after the 2016 elections – takes a leaf out of Eggle-
ston’s book in this regard.
 
  Referring back to Dickinson’s poem, “truth” is often misunderstood as being so-
mething that’s clear, simple, singular, objective, and straightforward, yet it’s a human 
construct that’s as malleable, ambiguous, and subjective as any other human concept. 
in both historical and contemporary photographic discourse—and particularly within 
what’s often referred to as “documentary” photography—the confusion over what truth 
is has consistently been problematic. Photographs (particularly those understood to be 
“documentary”) are often assumed to be clear, objective, direct, and straight translations 
of truth or reality.  Yet time and time again, photographers – and in particular, “documen-
tary” photographers – have asserted that photography is a subjective medium, and that 
photographs are often much more ambiguous, multi-dimensional, and multi-layered 
than they first appear.  I love the complexity of presenting information from a perspective 
that’s both direct and ambiguous, and therefore open to interpretation.

         “tell all the truth
           but tell it slant —
           success in Circuit
           lies
           too bright for our
           infirm Delight
           the truth’s superb
           surprise

           As lightning to
           the Children eased 
           With explanation kind 
           the truth must 
           dazzle gradually
           Or every man 
           be blind — ” 

AAron 
sChumAn  

http://www.egglestontrust.com/election_eve.html


sArAh pAnell - tAbriZ to shirAZ 

https://phmuseum.com/SPannell/story/tabriz-to-shiraz-bc2026636b
https://phmuseum.com/SPannell/story/tabriz-to-shiraz-bc2026636b


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

when i was 18, a few years before my focus shifted to photography, in my 
first year of university I enrolled in a class that focused on 20th century 
middle eastern history and politics. during that semester, a large focus of 
the subject was on iran and the immense social and political impact of the 
1979 revolution. the events i studied were both fascinating and unbelie-
vable, and since 2007 i knew i would one day travel there. i can’t say why 
in particular iran piqued my interest but when i was in the united states 
studying in 2011 i met some iranians who were living in California and 
when i told them i would love to visit their home country, they encouraged 
me to go, despite their difficult situations in not being able to return them-
selves. After spending a year or so researching and preparing for my first 
trip, I finally travelled there in September/October 2016 and spent a month 
travelling around to a number of cities and provinces. i was motivated by 
common misconceptions about iran in western dialogue and the constant 
question of safety when it comes to tourism. it’s a country full of contra-
dictions and surprises and I find it such an inspiring place to make work. 

the images from tabriz to shiraz are reflections that depict the main sce-
nes and experiences that affected me during my initial visits to iran and 
those moments that stood out as uniquely iranian. in a way, this project 
is the first chapter of my Iranian based work, as I now shift my focus to a 
longer-term project which explores the cultural importance and relevance 
of hospitality in modern iranian society.

i’m of course influenced by a wide range of contemporary documentary 
approaches to photography and the importance of colour and form in my 
work is central to my approach to landscape and portraiture in particular.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice?  

there is a great deal of uncertainty within my practice and approach to 
photography and i think i really embrace it. i work alone, in that i travel alo-
ne and photograph on my own and generally i’m not working with a writer 
or fixer. I leave a lot of things up to chance and although I do a great deal 
of research into my subjects, i don’t create contrived images or plan out 
shooting times. i think my most successful photographs are made spon-
taneously and that is something i love about photography. the work from 
iran is a product of my time spent getting to know my subjects and me-
eting and talking to people. i shoot on a whim and most of the time i am 
sitting down enjoying a meal with people or wandering around a particular 
neighbourhood. in this sense, i guess uncertainty works well for me and 
it’s the same with my current projects i’m working on in europe.  

sArAh 
pAnell



wouter vAn der voorde - home home

https://phmuseum.com/Wouter_van_der_Voorde/story/home-home-67a7ffe22e
https://phmuseum.com/Wouter_van_der_Voorde/story/home-home-67a7ffe22e


Where did you find ideas for your project? 

the idea for this series was the disjointed sense of belonging i have expe-
rienced since living in Australia as someone born in belgium. both places 
are very much my home. i drew parallels between the beloved house of my 
grandparents in belgium and the nearby mountain range in Canberra where 
i currently reside with my family. After my grandfather passed away in 2015 
i was driven to document, in detail, the house he lived in with my grand-
mother. my grandfather was an architect and designed this house for his 
large family (seven children). As a child, i loved this enormous house full of 
secrets and seemingly endless rooms. the vastness of nature i experience 
here in Australia gives me a similar comfort.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice?  

uncertainty is part of the dance. often i balance on the verge of crippling 
self-doubt and productiveness as an artist. the periods of introspection 
and questioning one’s practice serve to continuously re-invent the way i 
perceive reality and produce images. you could compare this drive to the 
beeldenstorm in dutch, roughly translatable to “statue storm” a term used 
for outbreaks of the destruction of religious images that occurred in europe 
in the 16th century. i aim to destroy my own biases and patterns i get stuck 
in. 

Complexity is inevitable when the world is your playing field, I do not aim 
to simplify the theatre that is presented to me. when using, for example, 
a view camera or a medium format digital camera the amount of gathered 
data present in the negative or digital file is an incredibly complex feast of 
information. the amalgam of the totality of the images i have produced and 
will produce reflects the complexity of everything that surrounds us.

wouter 
vAn der voorde
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Where did you find ideas for your project? hoW do you 
embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face complexity 
in your practice?   

this photography project began instinctively after my unforeseen return to 
my family home. At the time, i was not very optimistic about the way my 
life was evolving – i was passing through a dark phase. i think the idea of 
metamorphosis was born through observation and my identification with 
nature. by using photography during these walks, i was able to subcon-
sciously – almost psychoanalytically – articulate my feelings through vi-
sual images. but there were many mysterious elements in my work which, 
to a certain extent, i felt the need to ponder. it was not really about placing 
my work in a reasonable context; it was more about better understanding 
who i am, and how i am developing within the work. After some time and 
after the body of the project had started to form, i began to research in va-
rious disciplines, from biology and mythology to analytical psychology and 
anthropology, which helped me more in the process of editing and structu-
ring the narrative of the book.

yorGos 
yAtromAnolAkis
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Where did you find ideas for your project? 

i usually inspire myself with the psychological states of my everyday life 
and the ideas that permeate those states in contemporary societies. i then 
like to complement my own thoughts with social theories that apply to 
each topic. For proceed to route, it came slightly differently than the rest 
of my work but nonetheless was inspired in my current status. i have been 
travelling non-stop for the past four years and one day i remember was dri-
ving and my google maps got stuck and couldn’t stop repeating “proceed 
to the route”. i found it interesting how in current times we have everything 
so established we don’t give ourselves a chance to explore different paths, 
literally and metaphorically, and to walk our life without following what we 
think we are supposed to do or be. so i decided to explore this idea and go 
deeper into this metaphor and to connect it to an emotional state.

hoW do you embrace uncertainty and/or hoW do you face 
complexity in your practice?  

i think the uncertainty has become a very big fuel for my practice and a way 
for me to create work. being in a state of uncertainty leaves more doors 
open and allows me to embrace a state of presence in life which makes me 
more aware of the things around me. in a way that has been my practice 
motto for the past few years and i am joyful to let life present itself to me 
to allow my work to grow in unexpected ways.tAniA 

FrAnCo klein
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